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Biographical Note

Milton Hospital became the company medical facility of the Arizona Lumber and Timber Company (AL and T) in 1910. It had originally been the home of Fred W. Sisson, a company manager of the Arizona Lumber and Timber Company. The hospital was renamed Mercy Hospital in 1921, which closed in the 1930's following the establishment of the modern Flagstaff Hospital. It was briefly reopened for a few months in the 1950's.

Scope and Content Note

Volume, 3 inches. Consists of Hospital Register of patients with doctor's comment regarding patient status.
Organization

1 Series. I. Hospital Register.

Restrictions

Restrictions

None.
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Series 1, 1916-1919

1 Hospital register (3 inches). Consists of Hospital Register of patients with doctor's comment regarding patient status.

Box-folder

1.1 Milton Hospital register of patients, comments by attending physician, 1916-1919